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Messaging & Talking Points
On the Freedom Ride for Voting Rights tour:

● 60 years ago the original freedom riders fought for the soul of America with the 
notion that everyone deserves to be treated equally, regardless of race or other 
physical or ideological identifiers. 

● Today, with our Democracy threatened by Jim Crow-era legislation to dismantle 
Black and Brown voting power, we’re riding for the soul of America again. 

● We’re travelling through the South to connect directly with Black voters to 
encourage them to understand their power and calling them to take it to the polls 
and streets as a time-honored means to protect that power. 

● While the tour is travelling through the South - freedom riding is not limited to 
that region. Anyone, anywhere can be a Freedom Rider and BVM and others 
support adoption of Freedom Ride campaigns across the country. 

On state bills for voter suppression: 

● There are some [STATE] officials who want Jim-Crow-era bills as bad as the period 
before Reconstruction. This is unacceptable.

● These state bills that champion Jim-Crow-era policies of the past are meant to take 
our country backward, not forward. 

● [BILL] severely restricts voting access statewide, and is meant to diminish the 
power of Black voters. 

● The fight against these bills and the many others similar to it across our state and 
the nation is gaining momentum. Democracy will win.
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Messaging & Talking Points
On DC statehood: 

● More than half a million Washingtonians, most of whom are people of color, 
have no voting representation in Congress, and lack full autonomy over their 
budget and policy making enjoyed by states.

● D.C. may have its own Mayor now, but Congress still meddles in the city’s politics 
on issues that disproportionately affect Washingtonians of color, including 
undoing gun control measures, threatening to block marijuana legalization, and 
blocking abortion funding.

● D.C.’s lack of representation continues to be rooted in white supremacy. 
Opposition to statehood for D.C. is driven by false arguments on “corruption” or 
the alleged inability of the city to manage its own affairs. These are all 
dog-whistle arguments meant to undermine leadership of color.

● We need statehood for D.C. It’s time for all Americans to have a voice in 
Congress, not only on the laws that impact our communities, but on how our 
federal government is run.

● The "Freedom Ride for Voting Rights" rally on June 26 will be the first D.C. 
demonstration with support from national organizations across the country 
demanding statehood and the passage of HR 51. 

● We’re proud to stand in solidarity with D.C. voters. Their fight is our fight.
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Messaging & Talking Points
On federal legislation: 

● Black voters in [State] -- and in more than 40 other states around the country -- 
are under attack, and the need for federal voting rights legislation has never 
been more urgent. 

● Congress must pass the HR1 ‘For The People’ Act and the HR4 ‘John Lewis Voting 
Rights Advancement’ Act to safeguard Black voting rights and restore Black 
voting power. 

Calls-To-Action: 

● Join us…. Participate in one of our upcoming local events on the bus tour

● Share….Share these messages with your network and join the movement for 
voting rights!

● Learn more…. Get insight on what’s happening in your state and what Congress 
can do to put an end to this

● Call your local elected official….Apply pressure and urge your state 
representative to pass HR1 and HR4 now

● Vote now….Congress must pass HR1 and HR4 if we are ever to truly reach a 
more equitable voting rights system in America

● Support HR51 for DC Statehood

https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/state-voting-bills-tracker-2021

